

SWIMMING POOL POPULAR.

Swimming in Salt river just north of the buttes is daily gaining in popularity with residents of Tempe. Not an evening of the week passes but what from twenty to fifty enjoy the refreshing coolness of the river water. Picnic parties also add to the gaiety of times at the river occasionally, for combining an evening luncheon on the banks of the river with a good swim there is not a better pastime to be found anywhere on a summer night like those valley people are enjoying now. No doubt bathers will continue to enjoy the water even after the last rays of the setting sun have disappeared from the western horizon, as soon as the moon makes itself visible.
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Judge no just usage.

Cruz Eventually of his job before and over.

PHOENIX IN BUSINESS.

Note: The Republic has appointed Raven M. Griffin, Jr., as its principal West Coast agent. Mr. Griffin is assigned to make collections and to accept orders for The Republic, also for the morning edition of the Arizona Dailies. Orders from the newspaper are to be made to Mr. Griffin, office with Berwin and Co., Phoenix, Arizona. Phone 23.

BOUGLEUR DRAWS 150 DAYS SENTENCE

Judge Carr Levies Sixth Coroner's Fine Against The 'Father of Local Coroners.

For the sixth conviction that Judge Carr has levied fines on during the past week, he fined yesterday Bradley Hoeft $150. Mr. Hoeft was placed in jail after he had been on recognizance for the same offense. The judge said he had no further use for the man.

With the exception of the order of the court, which the man may appeal, there is no further use for the man.
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Raven M. Griffin.
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CAVE JUNE
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